
PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 

OF 

BENGALI HONOURS (B.A.) 

UNDER CBCS 
 

 Bangla is the most prominent modern Indian language in our country. It is the mother tongue of the 
major population of East India. Bengali literature and Bengali language have been enriching genres 

since their inception. Therefore, the curriculum and the syllabus of Bangla honours and general courses 

have been designed to promote Bangla language and literature to their own glory. 

 From the perspective of historiography, students will learn about the history of Bengali literature, its 

various eras, and its various ages spanning nearly a thousand years. They will gain in-depth knowledge 

of Bengali's origins and gradual development from the past to the present. 

 Modern Bengali literature consists of world class novels, short stories, and poems. Essays and many 

other forms of literature. This syllabus gives our undergraduate students a foundation in all aspects of 

modern Bengali literature. 

 This syllabus covers the basic knowledge of philology and linguistics with respect to Bengali. This 

curriculum emphasises the development of proper grammar senses among our students so that they can 

write proper sentences, words, and phrases and express their views in a proper way. 
 This syllabus encourages our students to engage in creative writing and build up independent thought 

and ideas. 

 This syllabus consists of discipline-specific elective courses and skill enhancement courses. DSE 

(Discipline Specific Elective Course) introduces our students to the different dimensions of Bengali 

literature, such as children's literature, women's literature, science fiction, etc. The SEC (Skill 

Enhancement Course) introduces applied knowledge such as proofreading, text editing, and script 

writing. This course leads students directly into their professional field. 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 

OF 

BENGALI GENERAL (B.A.) 

UNDER CBCS 
 

 Through this curriculum, students learn to translate from English to Bengali. 
 Moreover, they acquire skills in proofreading, formal letter-writing, reporting, various affairs, etc. 

Exercise of all these methods will help students get jobs as translators, professional proofreaders, or 

reporters in news agencies, and thus the course of study is building the proficiency required for getting 

employed in different fields. 

 Develop a strong concept of linguistics, history of old, medieval, and modern Bengali literature. The 
students should possess fundamental knowledge of Bengali rhythms and rhetorics to better understand 

poetry. Also, they get knowledge of "Baishanab Padabali’, ‘Ramayan’ and ‘Annadamangal’. 

 Students are enabled to transfer and apply the acquired concepts and principles to study different 

branches of Bengali literature, such as fiction, short stories, easy literature, and poetry. 

 Understand the principles and applications of the classification of drama, novels, and poetry. 

 Develop a conception of aesthetic sense and understand the interdisciplinary approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 



OF LCC(2) 

MODERN INDIAN LANGUAGE 

UNDER CBCS 

 Students have the opportunity to choose two courses of 12 credits each in the fourth and sixth semesters at the 
Modern Indian Language Learning level from all courses in the undergraduate general category. 

 Considering that those who have taken Bengali as a course can also take it, two papers have been kept as 

language in the sixth and fourth semesters. 

 For undergraduate general department students in the fourth semester, there is an attempt to create a basic 

understanding of language and literature through various forms of Bengali linguistics literature as well as 

Madhusudan Dutt`s poetry reading.In the first module of the fourth semester, the subject is Bengali linguistics. 

 By reading this paper, the students will be able to gain knowledge about the patterns and nature of semantic 

changes in the vocabulary of Bengali, which will later help them in the job field. 

 In the sixth semester, apart from gaining knowledge about the role of Bengali periodicals as a carrier of modern 

Bengali thought, students will be able to enjoy novels and short stories. 

 Along with gaining language knowledge, these two courses facilitate the path to expression and empowerment. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 

OF 

AECC-1 MIL (BENGALI) 

MODERN INDIAN LANGUAGE 

UNDER CBCS 

 
 A The AECC-1 Modern Indian Language (Bengali) syllabus has been designed for the undergraduate students 

of all streams, including science and commerce. The syllabus is framed to familiarise our students with some 

preliminary and enjoyable texts of modern Bengali literature. 


